It used to be complex. Now it’s Simplex.
Empower anyone, anywhere to buy anything
Simplex gives hundreds of partners the ability to enable millions of people to buy
billions of dollars in digital assets
Focus on your business, we’ll do the rest
As the market leader and a licensed financial institution, Simplex
takes care of every aspect in the fiat/crypto world, fraud prevention,
liquidity, customer support, and conversion rates.
A highly customizable UI and dynamic UX, sell how you want, where
you want.

Zero risk, zero rolling reserve,
zero security incidents

Industry leading payment and fraud coverage for
even the most underserved markets, we take on full
chargeback responsibility. We’re proud to have a
stunning track-record of protecting our partners
since 2014

Highly customizable UI, flexible
APIs, dynamic UX

Our solution, your way. You choose how and where you
want any Simplex accounts offered, thanks to our
customizable integrations

Industry leading conversion

We take pride in our commitment to your user
experience, constantly rolling out the hottest coins,
enabling additional fiat currencies, and more to keep
conversion rates sky-high

Best-in-class user support,
available 24/7

We take pride in the fact that we run off lots of coffee and
very little sleep, offering an exceptionally fast response rate,
no matter the hour or day of the year

Support for 45+ cryptocurrencies,
50+ fiat currencies, global wire
transfer, honest and
transparent pricing
Give users the true freedom to buy how they want, through
debit or credit card, bank transfer or alternative payment
methods, with the assurance that payments will successfully
be completed

End-to-end solution

Tap into all the tools needed to promote onramps, with our
Turnkey solution enabling global credit or debit cards,
Simplex Banking for flexible and immediate purchases, our
Corporate Account for crypto-friendly banking, and our Visa
debit card for immediate purchases

Payment methods

"

"We want to provide Binance users with fast and easy access to
crypto, in the most secure way possible. Partnering with Simplex
allows us to instantly bridge the gap between credit card payments
and crypto for traders globally. On Binance.com, you can now buy
crypto with credit cards and start trading in minutes."
CEO Binance
Changpeng “CZ” Zhao,

deposit

crypto account

withdrawals

fiat account

Fiat account includes:
fiat balance
buy/sell between fiat/crypto pairs for hundreds of crypto assets (NFTs
included)
support for local and global top-up methods
24/7 support

As the market leader, we pioneered the first riskless global fiat onramp using a credit and debit card, which
promises a zero chargeback guarantee. Constantly innovating and uncovering ways to grow the ecosystem,
Simplex recently launched Simplex Banking and Corporate Accounts, to offer the Simplex fraudless payment
processing, with wider payment accessibility. Processing millions in payments daily, we can safely say we’re
growing the ecosystem. Visit www.simplex.com to learn more.

